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ABSTRACT
For language teachers, a key challenge is equipping learners with sufficient language to communicate effectively
in a variety of situations. Due to variations in memory capacity, motivation, and the ability and/or understanding
of how to memorise and remember, students often struggle to retain and recall the subject knowledge needed and
especially when required to do so over a short period. The task therefore has been to look for an innovative
approach or set of approaches to aid this process. Based on the author’s previous research, this article considers
the use of a popular song gap-fill as an engaging input method containing sizeable and meaningful ‘lexical
chunks’ which would be a useful language tool for reducing the load on the Working Memory (Short Term
Memory) and increasing L2 vocabulary and grammatical learning. It also considers the potential for their L1
lyrical translations to assist this process further.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________
INTRODUCTION
“There is no learning without memory, and language learning in particular, with the enormous load of vocabulary that
it requires, is largely a memory task; it demands the ability to store and retrieve enormous amounts of memorized
information” (Thornbury, 2006, p.129). Growing up, songs and rhymes in both my L1, English, and L2 languages,
French and Spanish, embedded themselves in my memory, and perhaps due to the emotive, relaxing and/or
motivational atmosphere I heard them in, I retained them permanently (Coleman, 2017). Furthermore, “not only did I
retain this information, but also it seems this memorised language transports me back to classroom situations, special
times and places in the past, and influences my present and future thoughts” (Coleman, 2017, p,106). During the
audio-lingual period, verbal memory was a vital attribute in language learning and reflected in rote-learning pedagogy,
which favoured the continuous repetition of target language for memorisation (Gairns & Redman, 1986, p.93).
Likewise, it was widely used in the aptitude tests of the 1950s and 1960s, the Modern Language Aptitude Test (MLAT)
and the Pimsleur Language Aptitude Battery (PLAB), which listed it as a key component of language aptitude
(Lightbown & Spada, 2006, p.58). Nevertheless, explicit approaches such as communicative language teaching (CLT)
which emphasize creative and spontaneous use of language over memorisation were favoured. “For this, […] pattern
drilling was either completely abandoned or replaced by communicative drills” (Dörnyei, 2007, p.34). However,
meaningful language presented in a popular song could offer a more interesting and effective method of rote-learning
(memorising) language, and a popular song activity based on lexical phrases and memory theory, could provide a
platform on which to build successful language learning (Coleman, 2017).
It is my continuing belief that when classroom methodology using popular music is informed by an enhanced
knowledge of the role of memory, it will cater for a wider range of learning preferences, increase motivation and raise
L2 vocabulary and grammar retention rates. Having taught international students and trained English Foreign
Language (EFL) teachers at language schools and Universities in the United Kingdom (UK) over the last 10 years,
the potential of using popular music for language acquisition has been evident. Not only does it appear to provide a
cultural snapshot, but also a meaningful authentic context from which to deduce form and meaning. Therefore, it is
possible to concur with Jolly (1975) who stated, even more than forty years ago, that “language teachers may be
missing a great deal by not exploiting songs and other rhythmic language compositions as classroom teaching aids”
(p. 11).
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LEXICAL CHUNKS
My most recent paper looks at a number of possible applications of verbal memory and popular song for Language
Teaching and Learning (Coleman, 2017); however, this chapter will look in detail at one such tenant ‘Lexical Chunks’
(LCs) in popular songs and their ability to enhance L2 learning. Baddeley famously defines Working Memory (WM)
or Short Term Memory (STM), as “the temporary storage of information to be necessary for a wide range of complex
cognitive activities” (Baddeley, 2003, p.198). For instance, holding conversations; that is to say, understanding,
reasoning and responding to a partner in real time situations (Carrol1, 2008, p.47). Therefore, it is clear that WM has
an important role to play in language learning. Moreover, the confines of the WM “stresses the need for automaticity”
and instinctive replies that do not compromise it (Thornbury, 2006, p.129). Here Gibb (2007) suggests the use of
‘chunking’ - ‘combining numbers into groups that are easier to remember than their constituent parts: for example,
1984-2001 instead of 1,9,8,4,2,0,0,1’. “A typical person will be able to remember a sequence of seven numbers, but
fewer words, especially if they are long and therefore take longer to repeat” (Gibb, 2007, p.66). WM limitations “drive
learners to construct higher-order chunks out of lower-order chunks” (Ellis, 2008, p.469). Examples in teaching are
collocations, phrasal verbs and prepositional phrases.
According to Boers and Lindstromberg (2008, pp.423-436) “anyone wanting to attain a high level of L2
proficiency had better set about trying to learn lots of lexical chunks” or naturally possess ‘a large STM span’ which
may help the learner to hold on to more new words whilst attending to meaning (Gray, 2002, p.33). Nattinger and de
DeCarrico (1992, p.1132) add that “a great deal of the learning task is thus to ‘chunk’ unfamiliar material in
meaningful ways and create more effective lexical phrases”. Interestingly, Skehan (1998, p.40) argues, “that much of
the time we rely, during rapid communication, on large chunks of memorized language” such chunks help to buy us
processing time. Therefore, an input method containing sizeable and meaningful LCs could be a useful L2 language
tool for reducing the load on the WM and increasing vocabulary and grammatical learning. In my Classroom Research
(CR), the LCs within two popular songs appeared to maximise the WM capacity, even if it appeared to aid the memory
retention of content over functional words; that is to say, nouns as opposed to articles (Coleman, 2014, 2017).
PARTICIPANTS AND CONTEXT
I undertook the CR in a United Kingdom (U.K) university based language and with a sample group of twelve learners:
ten Japanese and two Chinese (Coleman, 2014, 2017). The former were on a four week General English course, whilst
the latter were long-term learners preparing for university entrance; the ten females and two males and all were in the
18-25 age-bracket and the participants they were members of the English Foreign Language (EFL) class and so not
selected (Coleman, 2014). I chose Intermediate learners “to avoid the problem of trying to obtain information in the
target language form low-proficiency learners.” (Nunan, 1989, p.62).
RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS AND PROCEDURE
The CR used four sources of data from four different research instruments to explore the topic: two in class gap-fill
tasks to test memory retention over time, a pre and a post questionnaire, answered by learners’ in class,
two diary entries I kept of the input lessons and data I collected from Facebook (Coleman, 2014). This multifaceted approach to data collection produced both quantitative and qualitative data and allowed me collate
sufficient data from a variety of viewpoints and angles (Coleman, 2014).
The three week investigation took place between 28 February and 18 March 2011. The two song
lessons lasted one hour and involved learners skimming, scanning and listening intensively for information. The
learners were not informed of the memory recall tests, so as to avoid priming learners to listen to the song or
rote-learn LCs outside the classroom. The two popular songs were introduced in week one and recall tests were
conducted in weeks two and three (See table 1 overleaf). In week two the songs were re-played once to jog the
learners’ memory before self-completion and collected in straight after, to avoid checking in pairs, noticing the gap
or receiving feedback, answers or error correction. In week three, there was no replaying of the songs and learners
simply completed a gap-fill sheet and a post questionnaire, again there was no feedback or corrections.
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Table 1: Data collection (Coleman, 2014)
RESULTS: MEMORY RETENTION OF L2 LEXICAL PHRASES IN POPULAR SONGS
My CR sought to investigate how well language learners remember ten L2 LCs from two popular songs over a period
of three weeks (Coleman, 2014). This section only focusses on the accurate recall of the LCs in the two popular songs
due to the vast amount of quantitative data from the gap-fills. Without a comparison to a play, namely a poem, or song
in a different language, one cannot fully ascertain the relative effect of popular songs on lexical retention, but this CR
data does appear to offer some interesting results (Coleman, 2014). To validate these results fully, more research is
required. Tables 2 and 3 below show the mean, median and range figures for the LCs accurately recalled from the two
English songs Penny Lane (The Beatles, 1967) and Take a Bow (Rihanna, 2008) in weeks 2 and 3.

Table 2: LCs accurately recalled from Penny Lane
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Table 3: LCs accurately recalled from Take a Bow
Predictably, over the three-week period the number of lexical phrases accurately recalled decreased,
but in weeks two and three recall was still relatively high: around 55% and 40% respectively (See Figure 1 overleaf).
Moreover, given the rate we often forget information ‘eighty percent within twenty-four hours of initial learning’
(Gairns and Redman, 1986, p.90), the fact that these learners’ could accurately recall such amounts over the
three weeks is very encouraging for the music and memory relationship.

Figure 1: The accurate recall of lexical phrases
Remarkably, the figures were very similar for Penny Lane and Take a Bow; 5.6% and 5.5% (week
2) and 4.3%and 4.2% (week 3) respectively. Despite the fact that the learners performed slightly better (0.1%)
on the retention of lexical phrases in Penny Lane compared to Take a Bow, this amount is so small as to
be insignificant. Therefore, these similar figures indicate that the differences between the two songs was not
a significant factor in affecting L2 memory retention. In week three, although retention dropped further, it still
remained significant with accurate mean and median recall figures of no less than 40%. It is difficult to
determine whether in a potential week four, it would fall yet again; however, in line with decay theory
(Gairns and Redman, 1986, p.89), it would be expected that memory retention would decline steadily.
However, interestingly, a learner posted ‘YouTube’ links for both songs on Facebook during week three and two
months later a reply showed that a learner could still accurately recall five of the lexical phrases, namely; standing
ovatıon, cut ıt out, time to go, apologise and hurry up, that is to say, 50% of the ten chunks in Take a Bow.
This learner also consented to the below feedback. ‘hello *- I think ıt is very useful to learn english.. because
when I listen to song I remember many english words and phrases.. but how many times it depends on listening
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to learn words ... I still remember 5 words from that song.. I hope I can help you’. This was supported further
by the post-questionnaire data which highlighted that around half of the learners had listened to the two
popular songs outside the classroom.
Evidently the song material prompted learners into ‘rote-learning’ and ‘painless revision’ outside the
classroom, stressing both the frequency and exposure to form. Also ‘a personal factor’ and/or ‘a group culture
element’ was evident, possibly leading to the deep processing of the encoded items into the LTM. The brain
seemed to consciously and unconsciously store a number of items from the popular songs over time. Thematic
analysis of Penny Lane and Take a Bow highlighted that learners stored content nouns, chunks of language,
as well as feelings and emotions. For instance, in Penny Lane lexical phrases, learners retained content words
like corner or trim, but not function words like a, an or the. In Penny Lane learners had recorded the gist of
it in clear chunks and this included four of the pre-taught lexical phrases. Furthermore, having just listened to
the two songs, it seems that the lexical phrases were kept fresh in the learners’ minds. Surprisingly, one or
two learners who had failed to produce the phrases in the gap-fill tasks were able to accurately recall them
in the post-questionnaires straight after. For example, several learners failed to reproduce in summer and on
the corner in the Penny Lane gap-fill but did so in the post-questionnaires. Other low scoring learners did
this too, raising the issue of memory retrieval and how best to access stored knowledge over time. In line
with Gairns and Redman (1986, p.89) it appears that ‘recall was considerably strengthened by appropriate
retrieval cues, thus suggesting that the information was not permanently lost but only ‘mislaid’, thus
contradicting decay theory. In other words, ‘the failure is one of retrieval rather than storage’ (Gairns and
Redman 1986, p.89). Therefore, in this instance the content and thematic clues appeared to work better for
the recovery of lexical information.
RESULTS: PHONOLOGICAL DIFFICULTIES WITH L2 LEXICAL PHRASES IN SONGS
My CR showed me that for the learners there were a number of phonological difficulties in Penny Lane and Take a
Bow (Coleman, 2014). Both popular songs appeared equally as rich in phonological problems and although,
Take a Bow has slightly easier gaps to recall, that is to say one or two words, issues in phonology still
prevail.
In Penny Lane the learners encountered phonological complications in several areas. Difficulties with
the consonants /l/ and /r/ meant the song title Penny Lane was misinterpreted as Penny Rain /raɪn/ and in a
play was interpreted as in a pray /ɪn əpreɪ/; however, these appeared to only be minor issues. Additionally,
some learners’ had difficulties with minimal pairs, for example, behind his back /bæk/was misinterpreted as
behind his bag/bæg/, and despite the fact that phonologically the sounds behind his back are fairly clear for
the learner, the voiced and unvoiced consonants at the end of words, namely /g/ and /k/ presented a
challenge. Furthermore, the title Penny Lane /peni: leɪn/ was misinterpreted as Panny Lane /pæni: leɪn/;
highlighting a problem with the phonemes /æ/ and /e/ for some learners. Also, it can be seen that the
learners’ attempts to identify the word boundaries within the lexical phrases in these two popular song lyrics,
often resulted in several ‘misinterpretations’, or more recently, ‘mondergreens’ (Smith 2003, p.113). According
to Smith (2003, p.113) most ‘misinterpretations’can be traced to an ‘underlying phonological weakness’.
Mondergreens can be ‘a useful diagnostic tool to point to areas of phonological weakness which require
attention’ and ‘a positive way of ‘drawing attention to such problems’ (Smith 2003, p.121). Interestingly, in
Penny Lane a ‘fully-fledged’ (Smith 2003, p.121) mondergreen emerged; meaning that, beneath the blue
suburban skies resulted in a very creative beneath blue superb of skies. Thus, teachers can use ‘mondergreens’
to make a popular song lesson both enjoyable and educational.
In Take a Bow learners had difficulty understanding words beginning with an unstressed syllable,
possibly because they were anticipating a different vowel sound. For example, with the noun applause in the
lexical phrase a round of applause, learners may have been unable to distinguish the initial vowel sound,
so it is possible that the learners did not hear the initial schwa /ə/. Learners’ answers appeared to contain
the consonant /p/ without the vowel in front, for instance a round of proud, plant, pa, p and replays. This
makes ‘word stress’ an important consideration for classroom pedagogy. Moreover, the weak forms and problems
of linking in this phrase made interpretation highly challenging for the learner. For instance, the words a
and of in this lexical phrase are weak forms and so again learners could have been expecting different
sounds. Also, the linking of the consonants to vowels in a round of applause makes it difficult to hear when
one word ends and another begins.
Learners also experienced problems at the end of words in four instances. Firstly, in Penny Lane the
lexical phrase from a tray was retrieved, in most instances, as from a train /treɪn/or from a try /traɪ/. This
suggested that the learners clearly did not recognise the word ending and so opted for a similar one beginning
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with the sound /tr/. According to Smith (2003, p.119) ‘unfamiliarity with lexis may lead to what is heard
being overruled by the selection of other words which have a definite known meaning’. Similarly, the lexical
phrase for a trim and again with the phrase in a play in learners appeared to retain the first sound but opt
for a word ending there were familiar with or simply guess; for example, in a prain, in a plane, in a plan,
in a plant, in a plain and in a place. Comparatively, the lexical phrase got caught in Take a Bow highlighted
six misinterpretations; namely; got cry, got car, got cut, got cause, got come and got coat. Stress within the
lexical phrases also affected the learners’ understanding by compressing sounds between the main stressed
syllables, resulting in weak forms, linking, elision and assimilation. It appears that the learners could hear
the content words, which tended to receive the stress, but were less likely to hear the weak forms and
linking. For example, with the phrase in the middle of, the learners were able to identify the content word
middle, but unable to discern the function words the and of which unexpectedly used weak forms /ðə/ and
/əv. Again, the words are compressed together, so it is difficult to hear when one word ends and another
one starts, so learners would hear / ɪnðəmɪdləv / which they found difficult to decode. The effect of
unstressed syllables and weak forms is to reduce the perceptual salience of the words in question. Salience,
is ‘the seemingly trivial factor of attracting attention’ (Fiske & Taylor, 2010, p.52). It is concerned with
which part of the word or lexical phrase stands out most to learners. According to Fiske & Taylor (2010,
p.55) ‘Although salience does not reliably enhance the quantity of recall, it does increase the organization
and consistency of impressions in several ways’, for example, ‘the more attention’ the learners’ pay to the
target lexis, ‘the more coherent the impression becomes’. In Penny Lane and Take a Bow function words
and LCs with a number of weak forms appear to be less salient (Coleman, 2014).
RESULTS: OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING L2 LEXICAL PHRASE RECALL FROM A SONG
This section explores from my CR (Coleman, 2014) what other factors affected memory retention, that is to say;
encoding into the LTM, storage and retrieval (Gray, 2002, p.326).It will not only consider those which
facilitated memory, but also those which hindered recall. Firstly, in Penny Lane, on the corner, behind his
back and in my ears were the easiest LCs to remember (See table 4 below). This is supported by the postquestionnaires which also show that on the corner was the easiest to remember, closely followed by in my
ears, in his pocket and behind his back.

Table 4: Easiest lexical chunks in Penny Lane
These four phrases are all relatively near the beginning of the song and in my ears is in the first
line of the chorus and so repeated several times. Learners cited that ease of recall was due the position of
the lexical phrases in the song; for example, it was ‘the first question, the second question and the third
question’. Besides, on the corner was easy because it was ‘at the beginning’ and ‘because it is a main lyric’.
Therefore, it would seem that both the position and frequency of a lexical phrase in a popular song can aid
memory retention. On the other hand, table 5 below illustrates that the final four lexical phrases in Penny
Lane were the most difficult to remember over the three weeks.

Table 5: Most difficult lexical chunks in Penny Lane
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In addition to their late positioning, a learner stated that the ‘confusing sounds’ in these LCs made
retention difficult. Indeed, play, tray and trim because of their similar sounds, could have easily become
confused in the WM. However, further feedback suggests that the length of the phrase may have been a
factor; in the middle of has four constituent parts and beneath the blue suburban skies has five which may
have caused difficulty. Furthermore, within the latter phrase suburban has two embedded words, namely, sub
and urban, which could have also challenged learners. Also, the words shelter and roundabout which surround
these two phrases may have been new words for the learners, so understanding and consequently retention
could have been impinged. Analysis of the gap-fill tasks, the post-questionnaire, and the diary entry all support
these notions. In short, careful consideration of the sound, length, number of embedded words and surrounding
vocabulary is needed in the gap selection process for heightening memory.
Table 6 overleaf shows that in both week two and three a standing ovation was the easiest lexical
phrase to recall in Take a Bow. The word standing is already known to the learners as the opposite of
sitting. The post-questionnaire data asserts that if the learners ‘knew the word’ and/or ‘its meaning’ it was
more easily recalled. The fact that the word standing combined with the word ovation, made it, from the
learners’ perspective, a highly ‘likeable, easy to imagine and generally useful lexical phrase’. Further analysis
shows that in a standing ovation you can hear all the syllables and you spell it like it sounds making it an
easily accessible phrase. These findings are supported by the post-questionnaire feedback which stated that a
standing ovation and just cut it out were the easiest to recall and the diary entry, which shows that at the
input stage most learners had recalled stand. Therefore, selecting LCs which contain a previously known
lexical item is a useful guideline in the selection process. Conversely, over the three weeks, the most difficult
lexical phrases to recall in Take a Bow were a round of applause and got caught (see Table 7 overleaf).

Table 6: Easiest lexical chunks in Take a Bow

Table 7: Most difficult lexical chunks in Take a Bow
The post-questionnaire feedback and diary entry also highlighted problems with the LCs, and the postquestionnaire data explained that applause was ‘a new phrase’, or ‘unknown’ to the learners, making it
‘aurally difficult’ for them to discern and remember. You put on quite a show, you better hurry up and
you’re the one were also difficult LCs to retain, yet these idiomatic phrases appeared to offer learners a
challenge. Consequently, choice of collocations and idiomatic phrases is an important consideration in the
gap selection process. Additionally, visualisation is a key tenet of encoding. Visuals obtained from Penny Lane
demonstrate ‘a happy, warm, relaxing and peaceful place with a busy working street with many different
people’; whereas, Take a Bow is ‘sad, angry and about a relationship ending’. Interestingly, a learner who
achieved a near perfect result in Take a Bow attributed total success to the fact that the LCs were ‘easy to
imagine’ and closer analysis shows that aural misinterpretations; namely plane, plant and place, all offer good
visual images. Songs are very powerful in the images they create, and moreover, ‘our memory for visual
images is extremely reliable’ (Gairns and Redman 1986, p.92), so, subsequently, having visual LCs, that is
to say they conjure up good mental pictures, may heighten learners’ ability to recall them at a later stage.
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Interestingly, the more recent the popular song the more useful and enjoyable learners appeared to find the
language gap-fill lesson. This reiterated the importance of ‘personal relevance’ and ‘young people culture’; that
is we remember things which capture our own interest and stimulate our thoughts, in other words ‘elaborate
rehearsal’. This implies that the choice of popular song needs to personally relevant for learners to identify
with it and find it enjoyable.
CONTRASTIVE LEXICAL APPROACH (CLA)
Building on my CR exploring ‘L2 LCs in a popular song gap-fill’ to assist verbal memory (Coleman, 2014, 2017), I
noted scholars, such as Ellis (1998) and Cummins (1983) stressed the beneficial support of an L1 in assisting L2
learning. In addition, more recently, I observed that the Contrastive Lexical Approach (CLA) asserts that ‘L1-L2 LCs
are considered as building blocks for language acquisition and this is expected to facilitate (pragmatic) L2 learning’
(Ziafar and Maftoon, 2015, p.4378). Therefore, potential this new pedagogical approach could be incorporated into to
my L2 LC gap-fill song approach by giving learners ‘the opportunity to compare and discover’ (Ziafar and Maftoon,
2015, p.4378) pragmatic L1 equivalents for the LCs in them and thus further enhance their verbal memory. For
example, I envisage learners could do a ‘post listening task’ (Hedge, 2000) whereby they overtly match the 20 LCs
from the two songs to either Japanese or Mandarin equivalents depending on their L1. Although, naturally, learners
may have made these L1-L2 contrasts of LCs themselves, I believe an explicit provision of them could significantly
enhance L2 learning. Khatib and Ziafar (2012, p.2278) concur with the notion, stating, “despite such a popularity of
use, there has never been any explicit effort to introduce a new teaching approach based on comparisons between L1
and L2 formulaic utterances.” Therefore, what potential do these L1 equivalents hold for the memory retention of L2
LCs in popular songs – this next section will attempt to explore this further.
L1 EQUIVALENTS IN MANDARIN AND JAPANESE FOR TWO POPULAR SONGS
Within my current UK based University, I sourced L1 equivalents in Mandarin and Japanese for the 20 L2 LCs in the
two popular songs from two experienced native speaker teachers in my department (See Table 8 overleaf). This was
to tie in with the fact that the learners in my original CR were both Chinese and Japanese (Coleman, 2014). In order
to facilitate the translation process and familiarity with the songs, I gave the two tutors a list of the LCs from each
song and links to the audios and lyrics for each song in English. Interestingly, the Mandarin tutor had not heard of
either of the two popular songs before and said that she only listened to Chinese music, and the Japanese tutor had
never heard of the Take a Bow song and only vaguely knew the Penny Lane one. This also match up with the learners’
prior knowledge of the two popular songs in my CR (Coleman, 2014). Both tutors are fluent in English, having lived
and worked in the UK for 10+ years; moreover, they are used to translating between their L1 and L2 at work, so I was
confident of their abilities in this task.
Interestingly, in seeking the translations a number of interesting issues arose and perhaps more so for the
Japanese ones. Although for the most part there were direct and/or clear equivalents, the Mandarin tutor expressed
difficulty in translating the LCs separately as particles in the L1 could change depending on the rest of the sentence.
That is why some of the particles in the Mandarin translations overleaf (Table 8) are in brackets. The Japanese tutor
expressed similar issues and in addition stated that there were also problems in her translations concerning the degree
of formality, the genre of the text, the gender and age of the singer, multiple meanings of the phrases, and
understanding the cultural elements of the song. For example, she had to opt for a very casual style and for Penny
Lane use a man’s speech style and a woman’s for Take a Bow. In addition, she added that the translations could have
altered further to account for the speakers’ age, but without knowing the singer/s that well she found this difficult to
discern. What is more, the idea of ‘cheating’ inferred in the lyrics of Take a Bow and in particular, with the LC got
caught, proved difficult as culturally the translator was not aware of these utterances indicating that such occurrence
had taken place. Likewise, ‘sprinklers’ as in LC number 19 which although are used in both China and Japan, in terms
of them being set to timers to come on is specific to American culture. Furthermore, for the song Take a Bow there is
the comparison to a show or performance and the analogies are all theatre related which can vary according to country
and culture as well. I noticed too, from my own studying of Japanese, that some of the translations were phonetic
transcriptions of the English loan words, such as a standing ovation, which they have borrowed and incorporated into
their own language. The Japanese tutor explained that although she could have translated the latter LC into a Japanese
phrase, the loan word (phrase) is more commonly used and recognised and so she had opted for that.
Despite the issues arising in translation, it seems these approximate L1 equivalents still provide some scope
for comparison and discovery (Ziafar and Maftoon, 2015, p.4378), and thus could drive forward L2 learning within
‘popular song LC gap-fill lessons’ (Coleman, 2014, 2017). Anecdotally, the Japanese tutor said she now understood
these LCs more fully from listening to the song, reading the lyrics and translating them into her L1. She was especially
pleased with the LCs got caught and beneath the blue suburban skies as they were new concepts for her and she is
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always looking for new ways to expand her L2 knowledge both linguistically and culturally. In addition, she noted
how the process had shown how different the English and Japanese languages are. However, it seems “from a CLA
perspective, no matter how similar or different languages are, and without being worried about transfer and
interference of L1, L2 equivalents are taken as units of language acquisition which results in fluent mastery of a second
language” (Khatib and Ziafar, 2012, p.17). Thus, explicit provision of L1-L2 LCs using a popular song gap-fill as a
springboard seems to be a very positive addition to my LC song gap fill teaching approach and merits further
exploration as per the next section.
Lexical chunks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Mandarin L1 equivalents

On the corner
Behind his back
In my ears
Beneath the blue
suburban skies
In his pocket
In summer
In the middle of
From a tray
In a play
For a trim
A round of applause
A standing ovation
Just cut it out
You got caught
You put on quite a
show
It’s time to go
It’s over now
Better hurry up
The sprinklers come
on
You’re the one

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

在这个角上
在他背后
在我耳朵里
（在）郊区的蓝天下
（在）他兜里
（在）夏天
（在）……中间
从托盘上
（在）剧中
为了修剪 （一下）
鼓掌
全体起立鼓掌
就把它剪掉
你被抓到了
你太夸大其词了
该走了
现在结束了
最好快点
打开洒水器了
就是你

Japanese L1 equivalents
1.
2.
3.

4.

その角 (or 角) には
影で
僕の耳に (in a casual way by
considering the lyric writer is a
man)
or
私の耳に
(by
considering it’s written by a
woman)
あの郊外の青い空とともに
(the translation which specifies
‘there’ is Penny Lane) or 郊外の

青い空の下 (the one which try
not to specify it and leave it as
poetically a vague meaning)
5. 彼はポケットの中に
6. 夏の
7. … の真ん中で
8. トレイに載せて
9. (she)’s in a play = 芝居を演じ
ている
10. (waiting) for a trim = 髪を切り
そろえてもらうのを(待ってい
る)
11. 拍手喝采
12. スタンディングオベーション
13. Just stop applogising me = 謝る
のはもうやめて
14. You got caught (by me that you’
ve cheated) = (私に)浮気がばれ
た
15. 大げさな芝居を打ち上げたも
んね
16. もうこれでおしまい
17. もう全部終わったこと
18. 急いだほうがいい(よ)
19. スプリンクラーが作動する
20. 君だけだよ
Table 8: L1 equivalents for the LCs in both Mandarin and Japanese

COMPARATIVE STUDY: L1 EQUIVALENTS
Here I will compare ease and difficulty of L1 translations in both Mandarin and Japanese (Tables 9 & 10) with my
CR results regarding learners’ ability to recall L2 equivalents over a period of three weeks – (Tables 4-7) (Coleman,
2014) to see if there are any learning points.
In terms of the easiest L1 LC translations in Mandarin and Japanese and the easiest L2 LCs to recall in Penny
Lane, there were two matches – behind his back and in my ears (Tables 4, 9 and 10), thus strengthening the CLA
argument. Moreover, in Penny Lane both for a trim and from a tray were difficult to translate into Mandarin and
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Japanese and equally in my CR these two were the most difficult for learners’ to recall (Tables 5, 9 and 10). Therefore,
could another gap-fill selection criterion be whether there is a direct L1 equivalent for the L2 LC in order to assist
with memory recall. Nevertheless, in the middle of was easy to translate but difficult to recall (Tables 5, 9 and 10), so
could a L1 LC translation have potentially assisted the process here.
There appeared no correlation between the easiest L1 LC translations in Mandarin and Japanese (Table 9 and
10); however, just cut it out (Mandarin) and a standing ovation and better hurry up (Japanese) were easy to translate
and easy to recall (Table 6, 9 and 10), so it appears direct L1 equivalents could assist recall. In terms of the LCs most
difficult to translate in Mandarin and Japanese there was one match – you put on quite a show (Tables 9 and 10). This
matches up with the CR whereby learners’ found this L2 LC difficult to recall (Table 7). Therefore, although the
results here are not extensive they do appear to indicate that ease of recall could be enhanced with the provision of a
clear L1 equivalent. Overall, this also appears to correlate between two L1s although choice of song does appear to
be an indicator too, as Penny Lane seems to have been easier to translate than Take a Bow, for perhaps the reasons
outlined earlier.
Penny Lane - Easy

Penny Lane - Difficult

Take a Bow - Easy

Take a Bow - Difficult

1. Behind his back

For a trim

It’s time to go

You put on quite a show

2. In the middle of

From a tray

Just cut it out

The sprinklers come on

3. In a play

On the corner

It’s over now

A standing ovation

Table 9: Mandarin – Easiest/most difficult lexical chunks in Penny Lane/Take a Bow
Penny Lane - Easy

Penny Lane - Difficult

Take a Bow - Easy

Take a Bow - Difficult

1. In the middle of

In a play

A standing ovation

You put on quite a show

2. In my ears

For a trim

A round of applause

You got caught

3. In his pocket

From a tray

Better hurry up

Just cut it out

Table 10: Japanese – Easiest/most difficult lexical chunks in Penny Lane/Take a Bow
KEY
red = a match between Mandarin and Japanese
= a match with L2 LC recall
DISCUSSION
Song gap-fills are already commonplace within the teaching profession; however, arguably more attention
needs to be given to the language we ask learners to retain and the degree of challenge assigned to them.
In this respect, my CR showed that LCs, as a vital part of language learning and memory retention, should
innovatively be incorporated into popular song gap-fills and teachers, theorists and coursebook writers should
following guidelines on gap-selection as per the theory and my CR findings (Coleman, 2014, 2017).
To enhance this further, concerning CLA, it now appears L1 LCs equivalents could also be applied to this
innovative approach to potentially consolidate L2 learning further. This could be implemented with a matching
exercise in class after the gap-fill song activity. However, for an open group, L1 translations from the teacher may be
a challenge due to their limited knowledge of different languages and/or level of expertise. The tutor may only speak
French and English and the former could only be at B1 level, for example. For closed groups it may be a little easier
as the teacher could potentially source in L1 translations from a friend, a colleague or search for them online.
Nevertheless, time and cost issues could arise and accuracy could be questioned. It may be possible though for the
students to make these comparisons themselves, but that may be subject to their linguistic level in the subject and
ability to translate. It seems, therefore, that although the indication that L2 LCs are positive there are a number of
areas to explore in this.
CONCLUSION
It is evident that L2 songs hold significant benefits in terms of enhancing verbal memory and additionally there is the
potential for their L1 lyrical translations to assist this process further. However, more research is now needed in the
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former and latter areas to explore this exciting area further. Also, teachers in the English Language Teaching classroom
should make use of the innovative gap selection process as detailed in figure 1 in order to observe first-hand the
benefits of this classroom methodology.
To this effect, for teachers of English I have produced a process for gap selection process for L2 songs to
enhance verbal memory (Figure 1) based on my aforementioned research and CLA theory.
GAP SELECTION PROCESS FOR L2 SONGS TO ENHANCE VERBAL MEMORY
Find an L2 song

Make sure it is relevent to you L2 leaners and class topic/theme
Make sure it is up-to-date if possible

Decide on a grammar, lexis or phonological focus

Decide whether the L2 song contains enough of the grammar, lexis or phonology
Decide which area/s to focus on

Select 10 chunks of language

Make sure the chunks are 3 or 4 words long
Select chunks from the beginning of the song or the chorus
Make sure the chunks contain a previously know word
Make sure words/grammar are phonetically clear in the song
Provide learners with L1 translations of chunks or encourage them to translate

Figure 1: L2 song gap selection process. Coleman (2019)
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